OPERATION KROPDUIF - ANGOLA 1977
LOSS OF INVINCIBILITY
EHEKE – 28 OCT 1977
By 1977 the Recces had amassed huge experience as a fighting force. This included the extended
fighting of Ops Savannah where the men led the local groups in extended battle for many months.
During Operation BUCKSAW - early 1977 - it had been detected that there was a major SWAPO base
some six kilometers north-west of Omauni in Southern Angola North of the SWA border. Aerial
reconnaissance photographs of the base had been taken, and documents captured at Tofima during
Operation SEILJAG 3 confirmed that there was a SWAPO regimental headquarters at Ohaipete, aka
Eheke. After studying the aerial photographs extensively, it came to light that there were two bases
in the area – Eheke1 and Eheke-2. The Chief of the Army confirmed that Special Forces would attack
Eheke-1, and 32 Battalion would attack Eheke-2. Maj-General Ian Gleeson, the commander of the
101-Task Force would assume overall command from Eenhana base in South West Africa. The Recce
force was to deploy from the airfield in Mpacha.
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PREPARATION
The two Eheke bases were a few kilometers apart and the plan was to synchronize the attacks. The
entire strength of 1 and 2 Recce were about 85 Operators – meaning all the available soldiers at the
time. Their strength would be bolstered by an additional 32 troops from the newly established 5
Recce whom was in the final stages of their training.
The Recces practiced their Ops-rehearsals continuously prior to the attack. A lot of focus was placed
on “quick-kill” drills where two shots were fired rapidly at a target without using the sights, and an
arsenal of 32 x light machine guns (LMG’s) were also to be deployed. A lot of emphasis was placed on
night shooting exercises and stoppage drills. The team had 21 x German belt fed HK-21 machine guns
and the rest of the LMG’s consisted out of the extremely reliable Russian made PKM machine guns.
The machine gunners carried between 500 and 800 rounds of ammunition per LMG with the belts
loaded in the classic 4 x ball, 1 x tracer configuration. The rest of the team carried AK-47’s with most
operators carrying 12 x 30-round magazines. The mortar element had 7 x 60mm commando mortar
pipes with around 200 x HE mortar-bombs. A further 4 x RPG-7 rocket launchers with around 20 x
rockets were deployed with the team.
The Recce team leaders were to act as navigators with compass and maps, which is very difficult as
the terrain was flat and featureless which made this kind of nav difficult, complicated by the fact that
the Ops was going to take place during hours of darkness. Two C-160 military planes were going to be
used, the planes would carry around 42 Operators each, with the first plane flying at 183m (600ft)
and the second plane at 213m (700ft). The operations commander, Major Blaauw, would jump in the
middle of the stick(s) and after landing the Operators would all move to his location. These jumps
were practiced repeatedly at night. The mortar and RPG teams also rehearsed their drills numerous
times and the OPS Medics practiced their stop-bleeding and IV drip drills.
THE OPERATION – FORWARD TEAM
The Recce’s recon team infiltrated the target area with C-160 aircraft at 01:00 on 25 October 1977. It
was a day prior to the main force’s deployment. The recon team consisted of four members that
executed their freefall jump at 3,657m (12,000ft). From the onset the team bumped into the local
population and had to evade until the next afternoon around 16:00 when the team ran into a SWAPO
patrol. The team broke contact as soon as possible and the team leader, Connie Van Wyk, requested
an immediate extraction via helicopter as he did not want to compromise the attack on Eheke, even
though their task has not been completed. Late that afternoon a helicopter lifted them out and flew
to them to Eenhana base where they passed the intelligence they had learned on to the TAC-HQ
commanders. They were concerned about the SWAPO patrol that discovered them, but some of the
Recce commanders were also concerned about the lack of coordination between the different
groups. On the morning of 26 October 1977, the TAC-HQ confirmed that the operation could be
launched the next evening.
THE OPERATION – THE INFILTRATION
Two C-160 planes took off the next evening, flying “treetop” level (ie – below 300ft). After an hour
the 20-minute warning bell went off, with the Operators hooking their static line parachutes to the
cable above their heads, standing with heavy equipment hooked to the D-Rings in front of their
bodies. The air was filled with the smell of adrenaline. The ten-minute warning bell rang, followed by
the six-minute bell. On this bell the dispatchers opened the jump doors on both the port and
starboard sides. The planes were still flying at treetop level and one minute before the jump the red
lights went on above the doors. The two planes pitched up to their jump heights at 183m and 213m
respectively. On the command “Action Stations” the sticks shuffle stepped forward clumsily against
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the G Force of the plane. Unexpectedly one of the planes veered sharply right almost causing Frans
Van Dyk to fall out the plane. Only the grip of the dispatcher Pep Van Zyl on his harness kept him
inside. Below the plane they could see the glow of fire scattered over the area. The green jump-light
went on and they jumped one after another.
After the noise, smell and discomfort of the plane the quite freshness in the dark African Sky was
welcoming But only briefly as the earth called and one by one the men thudded into the ground,
some into tress other into the bush. The Recce commander Maj Blaauw had a suspicion that they
had been dropped at the wrong location, but the Air Force pilots confirmed that it was the correct
area… The parachutes were gathered and stuck under the trees at the assembly area. Three
Operators were left behind to guard these chutes as these had to be evacuated by chopper later to
remove traces of the incursion across the border.
While navigating towards the target the sound of what sounded like thunder rang loud. They
suspected that the bombardment could be between 32 Battalion and the other SWAPO base.
According to the navigation plan the force was supposed to cross a road after 45 minutes of walking
and that would take them to the base. There was no road to be seen. They accepted that they had
been dropped at the wrong location, most likely to far to the north. Maj Blaauw then decided to turn
south and to look for the base.
As the sun started rising the group knew that the Air Force had not dropped on the LZ intended. The
force went into an all-round defensive position. Once orientated about their surroundings the group
resumed the search for the base. The search carried on during the morning and started to stretch to
midday. The sun was beating down on them mercilessly. As they had intended to attack that
morning they carried limited water and serious weaponry. The men were being strained to the
maximum.
It was turning afternoon when a Grad-P 122mm surface-to-air rocket was launched in their vicinity.
The team made the assumption that is was launched from their target and made new navigational
calculations. The commander made contact with the TAC-HQ and requested a Telstar spotter plane
to determine the enemy’s position in relation to their own. They kept walking on their new bearing
but could not reach the base. At one point the team on the ground used helio-mirrors to signal the
spotter plane but they were too far apart and could not establish contact with it.
The team kept walking on the new bearing they worked out when they came upon a lot of foot tracks
in the sand and discovered a woven basket filled with bread. The attack force continued walking until
15:30 when they managed radio communication from Connie Van Wyk. He was now was in the
Telstar plane himself. Cmdr Blaauw requested him to travel in their direction until they could see the
spotter plane. Kokkie Du Toit then signaled the plane with his helio-mirror and finally they could see
each other.
From the air Connie now had a good overview of the area and realized that the attack force was 2km
due west of the base. The attack force Cmdr realized that his men were exhausted and without
water, with some even started drinking their IV bags for fluid. He requested the TAC-HQ for them to
establish a temporary base to regroup before the attack. The plan was to leave after dark and walk to
the base on a faintly visible road. The base would be attacked at first light the next morning.
However Connie informed them over the radio that they had to attack the base now from the
position they were at – a decision that would forever impact on the culture of the organisation. Maj.
Blaauw did not want to challenge the authority and then warned Connie to get the TAC-HQ to place
choppers on standby as they would suffer many casualties. This was the RECCE way of saying – this is
a really bad decision.
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The attack force now moved on the new bearing towards the base Their Intel had indicated that the
base would be much better defended on the south-western side of the shona than on the northeastern side. Also, attacking in daylight hours was not tactically smart as they had lost the element of
surprise and the enemy would be ready.
The reality was that they would now attack the base in the heat of the day after moving for 16hours
with heavy assault kit and just a bottle of water. The men understood the vastness of the problem.
Blaauw consulted the senior ranked and experienced Operators in the team on whether to attack the
base then or wait. They were all concerned about attacking the base right away and expressed their
views clearly, plus without water they could not stay over in proximity another night. It was clear that
the enemy would know they are in the area. In the end Blaauw had to make the decision – it was
inconceivable that they go against a battle decision – the RECCES had never done so. He then gave
the order to form up and attack the base. The decision was sent down the lines – all the wat to the 5
RECCE teams that was defending the rear.
THE ATTACK
At that moment SWAPO fired another 122-mm rocket from the base. The mortar teams readied their
pipes and the mortar bombs’ fuses were all set on “fire”, ready to deliver maximum fire. The attack
group approached the base in an extended line, fingers on the triggers of the machine guns and their
assault rifles, with the mortar team about 30m behind them. The bush was eerily quiet, with no bird
or other audible sounds. The team started to see the base defences, knowing the enemy was lying,
waiting ready to fight. The adrenalin surged and surged as the distance started to close. It was at
breaking point but they held their line.
The SWAPO force held their fire, perhaps because the attack team blackened their faces and were
wearing SWAPO uniforms and carrying AK-47’s. The next moment all hell broke loose from the
trenches as they opened fire. The incoming fire was so heavy that few trees were left with leaves on
them. The SWAPO fire was especially intense on the attack team’s left flank. The Recce team
instinctively dropped to the ground and returned fire. From a bunker a Russian ZPU-14,5mm antiaircraft gun had swung its barrel downwards and opened fire on the group. Mortars rained down on
the attack force and AK-47 bullets rushed towards them like an iron blanket. The men knew that they
would not walk away from this alive. For a couple of minutes, the noise was so deafening that the
team members could not even hear the commands being shouted to them. Trees got mowed down
around the Operators. Klein Jakes Jacobs was hit by mortar shrapnel. Sgt Jack Greef came to his aid
and bandaged the wound in his shoulder. Gert Eksteen opened fire with his LMG but had a stoppage.
He kneeled down to clear the problem when a bullet ricochet of his LMG and hit his hand. To his
right was Sgt “Vingers” Kruger, slumped dead over his machine gun. To his left was L/Cpl Garry
Walker pinned against a tree with a few shots through his chest, also dead. Gert crawled backwards
to cover where he could bandage his damaged hand – his middle finger was hanging just attached by
some flesh.
Flip Marx was in Dawie Fourie’s team that was on the left at the northern side of the fighting line.
They advanced slowly forward and then hit contact, going down and retuning fire. Slightly to the right
and in front of them they spotted the 14,5mm anti-aircraft gun shooting at their team. There was a
bunker right in front of Corrie Meerholtz’s team where Russian RPD and PKM machine guns, AK’s and
mortars were firing at them. It was this position that was inflicting the most casualties. Corrie
himself was severely wounded in the thigh. Within this chaos Get Eksteen – himself now wounded in
the hand - took Corrie and they evacuated out of the firing line some 200m back where Corrie could
be treated. At this point his dangling finger became an impediment and he couldn’t bandage it
properly so he jerked if off and threw it into the Angolan Dust.
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The bullets rained continuously as the parties try to gain the upper hand – one side in the trenches
holding their position and the other knowing there is only one way out. Frans Van Dyk observed that
Sakkie Seegers had inexplicably jumped upright in the middle of the fire-fight. Bullets and tracers
slammed the ground around his feet while he was jumping around hissing SSSSS!!! – SSSSS!!! loudly
through his teeth. This dance of death inspired the other operators and Manual “Mick” Fonete, a
burly Angolan/Portuguese fighter jumped up and shouted: “SWAPO SE MOER!!” (fuck SWAPO). The
entire line took up the battle cry and charged the enemy positions running into heavy fire chanting
“SWAPO SE MOER” at the top of their voices.
Recces began to fall here and there as the 14,5mm gun sowed death and destruction. Kenaas
Conradie noticed the position of this gun and shouted, “Shoot that damn thing!!” Joe De Villiers who
was an excellent RPG-7 gunner then took a shot at the 14,5mm gun hitting it full on destroying it and
its crew. Callie Faber was Flip Marx’s buddy during the fire-and-movement phase towards the
trenches. They sensed that the enemy fire was decreasing, and Flip felt they were starting to get
control over the situation. The 600-rounds on Flip’s machine gun was out and he took a few belts
from Callie Greyling. Because of the intense rate of fire, the barrels of the machine guns were redhot, and some men burnt their hands while reloading.
Charl Naude thought of a book on the Second World War he once read where it stated that men that
attack trenches are cannon fodder. He was now wondering why Special Forces soldiers were sent in

as cannon fodder into this situation. Charl saw trees shot right off, and bigger trees being stripped
from their bark, twigs and leaves from the intense incoming fire. He sees as his Commander Hennie
Blaauw talks on the radio when a mortar hit the sand close to him, covering him in dust. Charl
thought their Cmdr. was dead and that he would now assume command. But when the dust settles
Blaauw miraculously still stands at the same place, talking on his radio. Charl instructed the mortar
team to fire faster but they could not as they were under heavy fire, with one of the mortar pipes
rendered useless as it took three shots through the pipe. The 5 Recce groups that was deployed in
the rear decided to assist and advanced quicker now as they were not under such heavy fire as the
men in the front. It was decided that the 5 Recce members would execute a flank attack. Dave
Tippet and Frans Van Dyk’s teams started to made very good progress with the counter attack and
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drove the SWAPO elements from their positions. It seemed that the Recces were gaining the upper
hand. The enemy was also now taking a heavy knock. While 5 Recce were carrying out their counter
attack Charl noticed a SWAPO mortar group setting up their pipes outside the base. The last thing the
Recce team now needed was another bombardment of mortars raining down on them, so he directed
Joe De Villiers to open up with his RPG-7 on the mortar team. Joe hit a SWAPO mortarist with his first
shot and disabled the entire mortar team.
The line holds and a short while later they had covered the first line of SWAPO trenches. There was
bodies and everywhere – on both sides. Some enemy combatants ran away into the bushes and
others some jumped back into their trenches – ready to fight again.
SUMMARY
After the battle a deathly silence hung over the bush once again. The men were carrying their
wounded and dragging the dead to the helicopter landing zone where they would be evacuated to
Ondangwa. The 1 Recce medics did an outstanding job under heavy fire. Sgt Marius Viljoen was
awarded an HC medal for his bravery here but they could not save all the wounded Recces, and Lt. Les
Greyling and Sgt Neville Clack, both from 2 Recce, succumbed to their wounds. Cpl. Antonie
Badenhorst had been shot dead during the relentless assault against the 14,5mm gun. Frans Van Zyl
and Wentzel Marx were also killed in action. L/Cpl. Piet Linden was wounded in his right thigh by
mortar shrapnel and a bullet hit Fritz Bosch in his left thigh. Corrie Meerholtz was badly wounded in
the thigh and the medics had a hard time stopping the bleeding. Bones Boonzaier’s lower arm was
shot to shreds.
Major Eddie Viljoen and about 300 of his 32 Batallion men were about 10km from the Eheke 1 battle.
He had understood the situation and had started to moved as quickly as possible towards the Recce
team to try and assist them, but by the time they arrived the battle was over. Blaauw, Charl Naude
and Viljoen considered turning around and sweeping the base once again but this time sensibility had
returned and the request was turned down by the TAC-HQ. It was likely that they would lose even
more men. The spotterplane had also seen a few vehicles – unsure if the enemy was withdrawing or
bringing more.
With the large casualties that was suffered the force was then stated to walk the 25 km back to the
cutline. The men from 32Bn walked in front. It was now some 36 hrs since they had kitted up and
left for the aircraft. They were beyond exhausted, tired and thirsty. The walk was slow and every
now and again someone stumbled out of the single file as they fell asleep in the walk. Each man was
limping home stuck with the same question mulling in their heads over and over – how did we
manage this?
EPILOGUE
The flaws of the decision making in this operation was clear and had resulted in the Unit suffering
heavy losses with 7 killed and 8 men wounded. They were starkly reminded they they were not
invincible and that the enemy was an equally determined foe. It was a sharp and clear reminder that
the bush is neutral. Despite this their self-belief and resolve had grown. The ability to stand up
defiantly in the midst of battle and excel in the most extreme of conditions had limited the losses –
they could all have been decimated. From here the concept of we fear naught, but GOD was
installed.
“… An attack may lack ingenuity, but it must be delivered with super natural speed…”
Sun Tzu
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KILLED IN ACTION








05453576PE
67291112PE
65666281PE
64024110BT
68277771BG
72321920PR
4020357BT

- WO2 Francois Carl van Zyl PMM MMM
(1 RC) He was 34.
- Sgt Michiel Labuschagne Kruger MMM
(1 RC) He was 26.
- Sgt Wentzel Christoffel Marx
(1 RC) He was 29.
- Sgt Neville Grant Clack
(2 RC) He was 30.
- Cpl Antonie Badenhorst
(1 RC) He was 25.
- LCpl Gary William John Walker
(1 RC) He was 20.
- Lt Leslie Charles Greyling
(2 RC) He was 30.
He was critically wounded and evacuated to 1 Military Hospital in Pretoria
and succumbed to his wounds on 4 November 1977.

WOUNDED IN ACTION










Lt. Corrie Meerholtz
Sgt. Gert Eksteen
Sgt. Wynand Kruger
Cpl. Callie Greyling
CPL. Bones Boonzaier
L/Cpl. Klein-Jakes Jacobs
L/Cpl. Piet Linden
Rfn. Fritz Bosch
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(1 RC)
(1 RC)
(5 RC)
(1/5 RC)
(1/5 RC)
(1/5 RC)
(1/5 RC)
(1/5 RC)
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